We investigate the two-dimensional conformal field theories (CFTs) of c = and c = 23 'dual' to the three state Potts model and the tensor product of two Ising models, respectively. We argue that these CFTs exhibit moonshines for the triple covering of the largest Fischer group, 3 · Fi 24 and multiple-covering of the second largest Conway group, 2 · 2 1+22 · Co 2 . We also rediscover that the 'self-dual' two-dimensional bosonic conformal field theory of c = 12 has the Conway group Co 0 2 · Co 1 as an automorphism group.
Introduction
Mckay and Thompson's remarkable observation between the monster group M and the modular objects, especially, the j-invariant, motivated the study of the so-called 'Monstrous Moonshine' in [1] . Each Fourier coefficient of the modular invariant j(τ )− 744 (q = e 2πiτ ), which can describe the partition function of c = 24 chiral CFT,
can be decomposed into the dimension of the irreducible representation of the monster group M. Frenkel, Lepowsky and Meurman [2] provided a (heuristic) derviation of the Monstrous moonshine from an explicit construction of the chiral CFT based on the Leech lattice followed by a Z 2 orbifold. Many examples of the generalized monster moonshine phenomena with different sporadic groups have been uncovered in the last decades [3] [4] [5] [6] .
In this article, we utilize a holomorphic bilinear relation [7] to further explore a new class of moonshine phenomena. It has been observed recently that characters f i (τ ) of a certain rational CFT with central charge c obey an intriguing bilinear relation giving a modular invariant j(τ ), and a rational CFT with c = 47 2 satisfies the bilinear relation. Another example is a pair of rational CFTs of c = 8 and c = 16 having no Kac-Moody symmetry but finite group symmetry [8] . Further examples can be found in [9] .
The rational CFT with c = 47 2 dual to the critical Ising model exhibits Moonshine for the baby Monster group, second largest sporadic group. It is challenging to search for a dual rational CFT showing Moonshine for the sporadic groups other than the baby Monster group. The search first requires an explicit q-expansion of each character in two rational CFTs of dual pair. To do so, we make use of a modularinvariant differential equation (MDE) of the form below [10] 
where D τ denotes the Serre derivative acting on a modular form of weight r, and φ k (τ ) are modular forms of weight k. The MDE can be used to explore the space of rational CFTs. This is because solutions to an MDE, which furnish a finitedimensional representation of SL(2, Z), can play a role as candidate characters f i (τ ) (i = 0, 1, 2, .., n − 1) in a rational CFT. One can show from (1.3) that the conformal weights h i of primaries and the central charge c of a candidate RCFT have to satisfy the relation below
where l is a non-negative integer other than 1. (1.5) implies that a rational CFT can be characterized by conformal weights h i and a number n of primaries, the central charge c and an integer l. When ({h i }, n, c, l) of a rational CFT are related to ({h i }, n,c,l) of another rational CFT as follows
and c +c = 24, l +l = (n − 3)(n − 4), (1.7)
the characters of two rational CFTs can obey the bilinear relation (1.2). Namely, one rational CFT is dual to the other.
We analyze rational CFTs dual to the three-state Potts model and to the product of two Ising models. Interestingly enough, our results can propose that the dual rational CFTs show novel connections to the triple covering of the largest Fischer group, 3 · Fi 24 and the multiple-covering of the second largest Conway group, 2 · 2 1+22 · Co 2 , respectively. Note that 3 · Fi 24 is a maximal subgroup of M described in Figure  1 . We also observe that the self-dual theory of c = 12 has the largest Conway group Co 0 as an automorphism group. In fact, we can show that the self-dual theory can be identified as the GSO projection of the well-known N = 1 superconformal extremal CFT of c = 12 [2, 12] . Our observations suggest that the subgroup decomposition along the red and the blue arrows in Figure 1 can be realized by the holomorphic bilinear relation.
Dual of the Ising Model and the Baby Monster
The simplest unitary minimal model M(4, 3) describes the critical point of the secondorder phase transition of the Ising model. The critical Ising model has the identity 1, the energy density and the spin σ whose scaling dimensions are ∆ = 0, 1, 1 8 respectively. Assuming three operators have no spin, one can relate them with allowed primary fields of weight h = 0, in M(4, 3) as follows
Virasoro characters for three primary fields are
These characters transform into one another under SL(2, Z). In particular, the mod-
It has been shown recently in [7] that the characters of the critical Ising model obey an intriguing bilinear relation,
where j(τ ) is the Monster module,
Heref 0 ,f σ andf are three independent solutions to a third order modular differential equation 6) and can be expanded in powers of q as follow.
In fact, (2.7) can be identified as three characters of conformal weights h = 0,
in the rational CFT with c = 47 2 [7, 13] . This RCFT is known to have a finite group symmetry, the double coupling of baby Monster group 2 · B. As a demonstration, one can show that each coefficient in (2.7) can be expressed as a sum of dimensions of irreducible representations of 2 · B, e.g. , often referred to as the baby Monster CFT, share the same modular S-matrix, namely
In addition, the Verlinde formulae implies that these two RCFTs also share the same fusion rule algebra. From (2.9), the modular invariant torus partition function of the baby Monster CFT has to be
which agrees with numerical results in [8] .
3 Dual of the Three-State Potts Model and 3 · Fi 24
We now make use of the bilinear relations but with different pairs of characters to look for new RCFTs related to the other sporadic groups. In particular, we propose in this section that a dual CFT of the three-state Potts model has the triple covering of the largest Fischer group Fi 24 as an automorphism group.
It is known that the three-state Potts model at the critical point can be described as a "subset" of the minimal model M(6, 5) with c = 4 5 containing ten primary fields φ (r,s) of conformal weights
where 1 ≤ r < 5, 1 ≤ s < 6 and (r, s) (5 − r, 6 − s). The c =
5
Virasoro characters labelled by two integers (r, s) are given by
Some but not all of these primary fields are present in the critical three-state Potts model. One can indeed show that a subset of the ten primary fields are closes under the fusion rules, which leads to a non-diagonal modular invariant partition function
is the partition function of the three-state Potts model, which implies that only φ r,s and two copies of φ r,3 with r = 1, 2 and s = 1, 5 are present in the theory. Notice also that the three-state Potts model has Z 3 symmetry under which two copies of φ r,3 for each r transform differently.
It is natural from (3.3) to define the characters of the critical three-state Potts model as follows,
The modular S-matrix of the model then becomes
where 6) where the characters of a dual theory with weights h = 0, are the solutions to a differential equation below
and has the q-expansioñ f 0 (τ ) = q Notice that each coefficient of (3.8) can be expressed as a sum of dimensions of representations of 3·Fi 24 , the triple covering of the largest Fischer group. 3·Fi 24 is one of the maximal subgroup of the Monster group, and is of order 2 where the first term of each line in (3.9) can be understood as the Virasoro descendant of the corresponding primary field. These strongly suggest that the six-character rational CFT with c = 116 5 dual to the critical three-state Potts model has 3·Fi 24 as an automorphism group.
From the bilinear relation (3.6), one can read that the modular S-matrix of the dual theory is 
We can also verify that the dual theory with 3·Fi 24 symmetry has positive integer fusion coefficients, obtained from the above S-matrix via the Verlinde formula. We now in turn consider a rational CFT dual to the tensor product of the critical Ising model, the simplest example of the c = 1 CFTs studied in [14] [15] [16] . This theory has nine primaries of conformal weights
Dual of the Critical Ising
and their characters can be expressed by characters of the critical Ising model (2.2).
The 9 × 9 extended modular matrix S reads,
thus the product of two critical Ising model admit diagonal modular invariants of the form
It can be shown that the characters (4.2) satisfy a bilinear relation
where the characters of a dual CFT with weights
are the solutions of a differential equation,
where the coefficients are given by One can easily show that every coefficient in (4.9) can be expressed as a sum of the dimension of the irreducible representation of 2 · 2 1+22 ·Co 2 . 2 · 2 1+22 ·Co 2 is a maximal subgroup of the baby Monster group. Its order is 2 15 · 3 6 · 5 3 · 7 · 11 · 23. This multicovering of the second largest Conway group Co 2 has irreducible representations that includes 23, 2048, 2300 and 47104. These numbers are in perfect agreement with the first terms ofg 3 (τ ),g 4 (τ ),g 1 (τ ),g 2 (τ ) andg 5 (τ ). Referring the table 1, the other numbers in the characters can be decomposed as follow,
where the first term in each decomposition can be again understood as the Virasoro descendent of the corresponding primary state. These strongly suggest that the ninecharacter rational CFT of c = 23, dual to the product of two critical Ising model, has 2 · 2 1+22 · Co 2 as an automorphism group.
The modular S-matrix of the c = 23 CFT is identical to the (4.3), because of the bilinear relation (4.5). Therefore, the modular invariant partition function of c = 23 CFT is given by
Also, the modular S-matrix (4.3) guarantees the positive integer fusion rule algebra coefficients.
We also propose that the characters of the above RCFT (4.9) obey intriguing bilinear relations with those of the critical Ising model (2.2) to give the baby Monster modules (2.7),f
The RCFT of our interest is self-dual in a sense that its three characters, denoted by f 0 (τ ), f 1 (τ ) and f 2 (τ ), satisfy a bilinear relation giving the Monster module,
Here f 0 (τ ) is the vacuum character while f 1 (τ ) and f 2 (τ ) are characters for primary states of conformal weight h = . These characters are three independent solutions to a modular differential equation below,
For later convenience, let us define f −− (τ ), f −+ (τ ) and f +− (τ ) as follows
From the modular S-matrix of the self-dual theory,
one can show that the SL(2, Z) invariant partition function would be
Notice here that the character f −− (τ ) is nothing but the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) partition function K(τ ) of N = 1 extremal superconformal theory [12] . In fact, one can understand from (5.6) that the RCFT with c = 12 of our interest is the GSO projection of the N = 1 extremal SCFT where
and the constant term corresponding to the Witten index, tr
2 . Here the each trace can be performed in either the NS Hilbert space or the Ramond Hilbert space of the N = 1 SCFT. This SCFT was first made by Frenkel, Lepowsky and Meurman [2] , and remedied later by Duncan [3] .
The N = 1 extremal SCFT with c = 12 is well-known to have 2·Co 1 =Co 0 as an automorphism group. After the GSO projection, the double covering of the largest Conway group continues to serve as an automorphism group of the self-dual theory. The Virasoro character decomposition of the partition further gives new evidence that the automorphism group of the RCFT with c = 12 may be enhanced to a larger group 2 1+24 · Co 1 , a maximal subgroup of the Monster group. To see this, let us decompose the partition function (5.6) in terms of the c = 12 Virasoro characters, 
Discussion
It is known that the CFT of c = 1 discussed in section 4 allows a non-diagonal partition function [15, 16] . One can show that the characters in (6.1) can obey a new bilinear relation
from which one can read the partition function of the dual theorỹ
Notice that (6.3) can be understood as a non-diagonal partition function of the rational CFT of c = 23 discussed in section 4. It is obvious that the dual CFT also exhibit the moonshine for 2 · 2 1+22 ·Co 2 . This is somewhat trivial, because it shares the characters (4.9) as building blocks.
One can also ask if the dual CFT of the tricritical Ising model, the next simplest unitary minimal model M(5, 4), can exhibit the moonshine phenomena. However, it is nontrivial to obtain the characters of the candidate dual CFT with c = 233 10 . This is partially because one cannot determine all free parameters in the corresponding MDE completely from the known CFT data [7] . It would be interesting to utilize the Hecke operator method [17] to obtain the dual characters.
On the other hand, it is known that the tricritical Ising model is endowed with the N = 1 supersymmetry. The NS partition function of the model can be contributed by the NS superconformal characters of the vacuum and the primary state of h = 1 10 . It would be interesting to search for a rational SCFT whose NS characters obey a new bilinear relation with those of the tricritical Ising model to give the K(τ )-function [12] . This new bilinear relation would lead to a picture of the Conway group decomposition, instead of the Monster group decomposition. We leave them as a future project.
The bigger challenge is to find all the two-dimensional dual CFT pairs for the rest of the sporadic groups. In particular, it would be extremely interesting to see if a CFT dual to '(three-state Potts model)×(a certain CFT)' can show moonshine for the multiple-covering of the largest Mathieu group, 2 12 · M 24 . This is analogous to the idea used to find the dual CFT with 2 · 2 1+22 · Co 2 and correspond to the green arrow in figure 1 .
A Dimension of the irreducible representations
Here we give a partial list of the dimension of the irreducible representations for various sporadic groups.
Dimension of the irreducible representations 2 · B
